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“There is only one time that 
is important - NOW! It is the 
most important time because 
it is the only time when we 

have any power.”

- Leo Tolstoy









Every journey 
has a humble  

beginning.
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Everyone looks better 
in a cowboy hat.

Insert photo here















You can’t see the next 
challenge until you’re 

ready for it.







“Persistence and resilience only come from having been 
given the chance to work through difficult problems.”









“It’s your reaction to adversity, not 
adversity itself, that determines how 

your life’s story will develop.”
- Dieter F. Uchtdorf





“To grow, to adapt and 
evolve, we need to become 
uncomfortable intentionally. 
Only then will we meet the 

best version of ourselves and 
honestly find out what we can 

accomplish.”

- The Iron Cowboy



“To grow, to adapt and 
evolve, we need to become 
uncomfortable intentionally. 
Only then will we meet the 

best version of ourselves and 
honestly find out what we can 

accomplish.”

- The Iron Cowboy

When was the last time you 
intentionally became uncomfortable?





“He who has their why to live for can bear almost any how.”









That next step is your most important step





ADAPTATION IS THE SECRET TO SUCCESS.







.24%



Don't let someone else’s opinion 
of .24% of YOUR journey 
impact how you proceed.



An full distance triathlon a day for a quarter of a year. 



MARCH 1, 2021 
18° START







DAY 5









DAY 59



DAY 59



What is your Ethos? 



What is your Ethos? 

What do you stand for? 



What is your Ethos? 

What do you stand for? 

Blackand White Black
Black



DAY 80



41 full Ironmans with a broken back 

























GO ALL IN.   
DEFY LOGIC.




